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ram the beginning, general topology has not been only the s’tudy of 
topological spaces or of special classes of t logical spaces, and their 
continuous mappings. Other categoties w are richer or poorer in 
structure than topologic;il spaces have been around for a Bong time. 
et [ 171 are even older than topological spaces, 
closure spaces, also called neighborhood spaces or Stufem&..me ((
dorff [ 221) zre not h younger. Every student of topoLgj: is familiar 
with uniform space il [5 1 ] , Bourbaki [S] ). There are also proxim- 
ity spaces (see e.g. Tech [6] ); limit or convergence spaces <Kowalsky 
] , Fischer [ 15 ] ), uniform convergence spaces (Cook-Fischer [ 8 ] ), 
inor host of other types of topological structures. And for each 
in section 2 thJe lifting of fuilctors from base categories to top categories, 
case is the lifting of Id .ENS to functors 
ENSP-, El%9 of top categories. These functors usually come in adjoint 
pairs, with an “‘induced structure functor” at right, and a “fine structure 
functor”’ at ieft. The ranges of these functors a f particular interest, 
and special cases have been studied intensively. e mention only uni- 
formizable topological spaces (Bourbaki [S] j a.rkJ limit spaces (Keller 
] , Ramaley 143,441 b Biesterfeldt and Pervin :3,42] ) on the right, 
g. IsbelI [ 281) on the left. 
has also shown that a category Y of algebras and 
opological structure alway define cafe- 
gories WJ of algebras with topological structure, characterized by dia- 
grams 
w” --TENS8 I I 
any other cases are 
d for mathematical 
s of categorical algebra in general 
atic study of 
2.1. In general topology, one provides objects of a category 94 (most- 
ly ENS or a category of algebras) with topological s+ructurcs of a given 
kind, and one decides which maps f : A -+ B of ‘3 are continuous for 
given structures of -4 and B. This is usually done. as follows. 
The structures of an object 19 of % form a complete lattice ,?*A. For 
every morphism f: A -+ B of %, there is a rnalg fp : p*B -+ p*Ai of ordered 
sets. The maps fP preserve infima, but usually not suprema, and they 
define a contravariant functor p * : t?P + ORD, frr>m % to the category 
ORD of (partly) ordlxed sets, withp*f= fP for./% ‘8. A map f: A -+ B 
of 3 is contir0~us, from a structure x CZ g*A to a structure y (2 p*B, 
if and only if x G 4_P(y) in p*A. In this paper, x G x’ for structures x
and x’ -will always mean that x is finer than 3Cr. 
We formalize this description by the following definitions. 
2.2. A contravariant functo; p* : WV 3 ORD, from a ca:qgory 94 10 
ordered sets, is called a topdogicxd theory on 9.4 if all ordered sets p%i, 
for A E Qb a, are complete lattices, and all maps p*f : p*B + ,p*A, for 
f : A + B in %‘I, preserve inftina. From a topological theory p* on SY, we 
construct a category %P and a functor P : !i?P --) ‘St as follows. 
2.2.1. Objlxts of %P are all pairs (A, x) with A E Qb ‘91 and x cz p*.A. 
Morphisms of 5UP are all triples (xJ~) with f E 94, with x cz pjkA an 
y E p*li if f : A + i3 in a, and with x :C (p*f)(y), in p*A= 
2.2.2. Con!position in %!P is lifted from ‘3, i.e. we put 
ed i:l 94 and y * = y, and we do not define composition 
in IMP if se two r,on~~itions arenot met. 1 1’ 
IiL2.3. We put P(A, w) =A and 
a hism (.X,X v) of 9-P -
ne verifies easily that these ds ta 
fun(ctor P : 9.v -+ 9L 
e a pair (Q , : “), Consisti 
CQ&@IWJ OWf d, 
of language, we usually identify a tGp category ( a, 
lying category Q. 
2.3. Up* is a topoIogica1 theory on a category 91, and fE a, then we 
usually write f" for p*f, as in 2. I. If (x, f, y) is a m km. of ‘UP an 
+ B in %, then (A, x.1 is the domain and (B, v) codomain of 
e usually say thatf : (A, x) + (B, y) in %P if f: A + B in % 
) E V.-V, and we use the expres&& of 2.1 informally. 
TcJp categories have been sr:tidicd in [ 531 and in [so{ . we review h- 
Ito~ some definitions and results of [53], and we add spume new defini- 
egories of general topology: topcalogical spaces, con- 
vergence CJ~ limit spaces, uniform spaces, uniform convergence spaces, 
ces, clo5zze spaces, proximity spaces, all art? ,top cetegories over 
Categories of topological algebras are top categories over the un- 
ng categories of algebras. [SP] and [SO] Irav~e examples from set 
the general theory of categories, and [SO] has some exam- 
ples from information theory and rhe theory of aztgmata. 
ekes come in dual p&s as follows. If p” : %*P 
-9 D is a topological theory and f : -+ B in '$(, the11 we put 
(2.4.i) :x<fP(y)] 
for x E p”14 . his defines a 
.:2) X BSP(y) * _fp 
and fp f0i-m a (covariant) Galois 
e 
over 
2.5. The construction of 2.2 is convenient, but no?: invariztnt. A top 
category C$ over a category 3 is isor;;s~hic to. but not necessarily equal 
to, a category %P for a topcglogical theory p* on I?. If’his lack of inva- 
riance can b;l: removed in two ways. 
e may observe that ‘$P .is an S-category over 8 in Ihe sense of [26] , 
and that evelry S-category over % is isomorph+ over ‘?i to sorle top cats 
egory IV. The definition of an S-category is categoricalll\r invariant. 
The other way is more satisfactory, because it embeds tcpolczgical 
theories and. top categories into a more general categorical c,onl:ext, but 
it requires nlore categorical *Lerminology. In the languaige ILlf Grtr)then- 
dieck 1211 and Gray [ 201, the projection functor P *: !!P --, 3 is both 
a fibration and an opfibration, and the fibres of P are: complete lattices. 
Converseiy , if a functor T : IiS + I!% is a fibration and an. opfibrstion, 
:vith complete lattices as fibres, then (CS , T) is a top ca tegary ewes ‘$I, 
isomorphic over ‘3 to (V, P) for a topological theory 1~” bin Pf . 
2.6. We explain the fangu?ge used above, ir the somewhat simpler 
(but. equivalent) version of [ i I21 . 
Let T : 45 + ‘3 be a functor. The fibre T-IA of an object A of 2I is 
the subcategory of Q consisting of all fr ti 6 with Tfl = id A. A mor- 
phis;rP fi : A, + B, of 6 is called T-fibred if for every pair of morphisms 
gl : Cl + B, in E and u : TC, + TA, in ‘8 such that Tgr = (TJ’ 
there is a unique morphism til : C, + 14 1 Zn CS such th;it Tul = u an 
gl = fi u 1 in Q. Dually, f a E 6 is T-tpfi” wxi if f 1 is F@ -fibred 
dual functor TOP : CW --i 98QJ y The functor I‘ is called ;a fib,rabim if 
there are enough T-fibred morphisms in 6, i.e. if for &very o 
ith codomain T.At , the 
SllGh thiit Tf I = f. 
is called an ~~f~~~~~t~Q~ if T* is a fibra tion. 
in %P, and every x E pY4. One sees easily t
first 0 is Pmfibred an3 the second *xx P-opfi 
also [ 53; 4.21). Thus P is a fibration ax\bi an ~pfibration. Thcl converse 
stcatement i  2.5 above is easily verifie , we omit the straigi 1 forward 
proof. 
IIf ( Q 9 T) is a tsp categor over ENS, then a morphism fi : A, + l?, 
sf $ is called an embeddiragr ofA, into fl is T-fibred a 
jective. DuaIly, fi is called a quo~ienf ~rz oi & iff, is T-op 
Tfi surjective. 
2 .‘7. Let (a P, P) and (%q, Q) be top categories, Induced by ropolog- 
ical tizories ,p* on % and $93. We say that a fun&or : !&p + !qjq 
lifts a functer F : IQ --) % if = FP. If there are maps #A : p*A +q*FA 
, me for each A E , such that always 
forf: rl + B +I % and y E p* 
and mGrphisms f : (A, x) -+ (B, y) of %P, defines a 
* which lifts F. Csn\ersely, every functor 
+ $V which lifts s obtained in this way; see 153; 5.21. The 
are called the stnrcture F?UJ~S of the functc; 
al traI~sfu~ati 
ch that all maps $A : p *A -+ q*A ) for 
pological theories on IY and their mar- 
cts and morphisms of a category. 
for each A E Qb 24, cle ly define a mor- 
cacl theories if and oddly if they are t 
: l?lP -+ %(I which lJts Id ‘?I tautly. 
over 5%. Dually, w P call :aiI4-%Pa 
cotop fL~-~cl’or over S!( jif lifts Id ti Gotautly. The structure maps of 
such a functor define &I morphism $ : q4 + p* of tonologicaP theories on 
5?4*. 
By 2.7 Carid [53; 6.31), every top fun&or @ : i!V + W has a c:otop 
: WJ -+ ‘iX P , and conversely. Since idA : W 4, y) -+ (A, x) 
only if idA : (A, y) -+ @(A, x) in IBY, for A 5. CBb a; the 
structure maps #A of @ and 3/A of a% satisfy 
for ah x E p*A and JV E q%4. Thus the functors dp and !I? dc,ermine each 
other uniquely. 
In genera! ‘ropology, atop functor i:s c&en an “induced structure 
functor, ‘)‘, and its left adjoil;lt cotop furlctor a ‘“fine s~:?~cc functor”. 
Top functors over ENS exist e.g. from uniform spaces to tcpological 
spaces and tp;> uniform convergence spaces, from topologica 
Sam uniform convergence spaces to convergence spaces, ar 
imity spaces to closure spaces. 
ategory P[, ‘le 
“A is closed un 
oraies on % for a unique topo~ogic 
2.10. As we have pointed out in the Introduction, the ranges of top 
and cotsp functors are often crf special interest. ‘We prove the following 
statement. 
IJf @ : %P -+ !?P LYT a top fic~zctor ver $8 arzd : 2(q + W its cotop 
adjoint, then * maps W o?ato a top :x&a ry Q of !&T DualZy, 
Yl;?k_Vj 39 onto a cotop subcategory of l!P. df I : 6 * 9.P is the top 
embe&ling jknctor and J : !&? + 6 its cotop left adjoint, then IJ = 
By (2.8.1), the structure recaps (gA ~$9, and J/A of q form a 
corrkspondence for e Thus #A $J~ qbki = +A , and 
f~lfmvs (see 2.7). , x) + @(B, y) in Aq, then 
f=j': [A, x) -+ @I& Y) 
and \k lift Id ‘8.. Thus the range of is a full subcategory 
the range of q,!~ , for A E 
As pointed out in the ntroduction, categorical to ology 4sl the s 
9 methods loi categorical a bra. TWO im 
ipline have been discussed in Herrlic:h’s article 
[ 251 and ir.: section 2 of the preserrt paper. -We wish to discuss briefly 
some furtIi!tr developments in categorical topologr, and to indic$: IJL, me 
open questions. 
In view of possible applications in functional analysis and elsewhere, 
it is important to extend as much it? possible of the rich theory of typo- 
logical and uniform spaces to more general structs such as limit spaces 
and uniform Gonvergence spaces.. Categorical methods are particularly 
suited to such a task. Sorn~ AzsuTts ha~rd &en obtained in this direction, 
but much r’;mams to 53 done. 
Marine& [ 4 1 J suggested the studVi of inductive limits of topological 
vector spaces in the category of 1imit;rector spaces, and Parchow [ 291 
has taken this up. Further stuc;y of coGnits of “rich” structures in a 
“poor” category seems to be indicated. 
Generalizing results of Sharpe, Beattie ,ar;ld Mars;leri [49] , the author 
has obtained a general theory of point separation axioms for concrete 
he familiar axioms T,, l/j, ii’, are point separation axioms, 
one. Fleischer [ 163, Cook and Fischer [9], and Biester- 
feidt [ 2 ] have studied regularity for convergence spaces. The author 
[ 541 has characterized r; fbr topological spaces as a continuity condi- 
tion for filter convergence. This works also for coltivergence spaces 
ides a definition of regularity for uzliform Gonvergence spat 
he characterization of regulerity as continuity of filter conve 
requires a definition of contirruity for relat lations in general cat- 
egories have been studied by Goldberg { 19 
with three different definitions. For 
efinitions agree with the el 
a top category 
ens, The author [54,55 
as a “dense” subspace 
e for the com- 
pk-lion of a separated uniform space, and for the Stonetech compact- 
ification of a completely regular space. 
Completions have been 6btained for uniform limit spaces and limit 
qqaces, by Ramaley and Wyler [45] and tBle author [ 521 from 
garical viewpoint, and by Biesterfe 
from the topological viewpoint. V 
of limit algebras and uniform limit 
g the question: when is a al completion a dense 
on theory 
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